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ABSTRACT
Observability analysis is a method for determining
whether a chosen state can be determined from measurements. The state is typically composed of position
and velocity; however, including object characteristics
beyond position and velocity can be crucial for precise
orbit propagation. For example, solar radiation pressure
has a significant impact on the orbit of high area-to-mass
ratio objects in geosynchronous orbit. Therefore, determining the time required for solar radiation pressure parameters to become observable is important for understanding debris objects. The focus of this work is the development and implementation of an extended state discrete time-varying observability analysis tool for debris
objects. Previous results on incorporating measurement
noise into observability analysis are implemented to determine the effect of measurement noise on extended state
observability analysis. Ten objects, five low Earth objects
and five geosynchronous objects, are simulated for several non-extended and extended state vector cases. The
times to become observable are compared for the different extended state vectors and the different measurement
noise cases. The impact of using an extended state vector in observability analysis for determining debris object
characteristics is discussed.
Keywords: Observability; Extended State; Solar Radiation Pressure.

1.

INTRODUCTION

As the space debris population continues to grow from
the almost 60 years of humankind’s exploration of space,
so does the concern for satellites and astronauts in orbit around Earth. The current estimate of the number
of debris objects in orbit around Earth is over 100 million greater than 1 mm in size [9]. While a majority of
the debris objects in orbit around Earth are on the subcentimeter scale and would not appear to be much of a
threat because of their small size, the high orbit energy of
objects means that even objects on the millimeter scale
have the potential to damage assets in orbit [7]. Even

with the addition of the Space Fence, which will be able
to track up to 200,000 objects greater than one centimeter in size, many of the debris objects on orbit will go
untracked [11]. Therefore, the ground station resources
available for tracking space debris objects will be insufficient to completely track the debris population. With this
information, importance should be placed on gaining as
much information about space debris from each observation and tracking objects as efficiently as possible.
Observability analysis can be instrumental in improving
sensor tasking efficiency and determining more information about active satellites and debris objects. Potential applications of applying observability analysis to the
space object problem are sensor tasking, planning of future ground stations, improved estimation methods, and
object characterization. This paper will focus on implementation of observability analysis for determining object characteristics.
Previous work on the incorporation of measurement noise
into observability analysis reviewed various applications
of observability analysis [4, 5]. Extending the state vector in observability analysis has been used in work by
Dianetti [3]. In the work by Dianetti, observability analysis is performed to determined when a parameter should
be estimated in a consider filter framework. Rather than
specifically using observability analysis as a tool for determining when a parameter should be estimated or not,
this work looks more generally at extended state observability analysis, its implications, and how adding extra
parameters in the analysis can be used for determining
object characteristics. Furthermore, the effect of extending the state on the time for a system to become observable is investigated. The paper is organized as follows.
First, the observability methods implemented and the dynamical models used are introduced. Next, incorporation
of an extended state vector into discrete time observability analysis is given. The paper concludes with numerical
results of several extended state cases and conclusions.

2.

METHODS

In this section the discrete time-varying observability matrix is derived for a linearized system. In addition, the dy-
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namical model including solar radiation pressure (SRP)
and the Jacobian of the dynamics with respect to the state
vector are defined for several extended state cases. Moreover, the measurement model used in the observability
analysis is defined.

with Φpt0 , t0 q “ Inˆn . Substituting Equation 5 into
the measurement equation, the observability matrix is
formed with matrix manipulation.
r k q Φptk , t0 q xpt0 q,
yptk q “ Hpt

(7)

Letting,
2.1.

r k q Φptk , t0 q,
Hptk q “ Hpt

Observability Analysis

(8)
T

and multiplying both sides on the left by Hptk q ,
Previous work on observability analysis was implemented with continuous time-varying methods [4]. The
continuous time-varying observability methods were
used as a first step to creating a observability tool for
determining debris object characteristics. The discrete
time-varying observability matrix is used in this work
on extended state observability. An advantage of the
discrete-time formulation is that it can be applied with
observations spaced realistically. However, as a starting point with the discrete-time observability analysis and
with the extended state observability, this analysis is applied without restrictions on how observations are spaced.
The system in which these debris objects operate is nonlinear, given by the following equations.
9 k q “ f ptk , xptk qq,
xpt
yptk q “ hptk , xptk qq.

(1)
(2)

In Equations 1 and 2, tk is the time at each measurement,
xptk q is the state vector, yptk q is the output or measurements, f ptk , xptk qq is a nonlinear function of the dynamics, and hptk , xptk qq is a nonlinear function of the measurements. The state vector in observability analysis typically only contains position and velocity, but this work
focuses on extending the state vector to contain further
debris object characteristics.
Equations 1 and 2 can be linearized in two ways: with
state and measurement variations, as in [1, 8, 15, 16], or
with the Jacobian, as in [8]. A linearization using the
Jacobian given in Montenbruck [8] is used to determine
the state space equations below.
9 kq
xpt

“

yptk q

“

Aptk q xptk q,
r k q xptk q ` ν.
Hpt

(3)
(4)

In Equations 3 and 4, Aptk q contains the linearized dyr k q is the linearized measurement matrix, and
namics, Hpt
ν is the measurement noise. From the linearized equations above, the discrete-time observability matrix can be
determined with the following. The fundamental question of observability is whether or not the initial state x0
can be determined from the measurements yptk q. Since
this is a linearized system, the state transition matrix
(STM), Φptk , t0 q, operates on the states by:
xptk q “ Φptk , t0 q xpt0 q,

(5)

Hptk qT yptk q “ Hptk qT Hptk q xpt0 q.

(9)

A system is deemed observable when xpt0 q can be determined given measurements yptk q. Therefore, solving for
xpt0 q results in:
xpt0 q “ pHptk qT Hptk qq´1 Hptk qT yptk q.

(10)

In the above equation, xpt0 q can be determined if
Hptk qT Hptk q is invertible. O “ Hptk qT Hptk q is called
the observability matrix and has the following form:
O“

m
ÿ

r k qT Hpt
r k q Φptk , t0 q,
Φptk , t0 qT Hpt

(11)

k“1

where m is the number of measurements. Similar derivations are found in: [2, 6, 10].
The criteria used for observability here is whether or not
the observability matrix, O, is invertible. The invertibility of a matrix can be determined by checking the matrix
rank. The rank of a matrix can be determined by checking
whether the eigenvalues or singular values are non-zero.
Advantages of using singular values are that they are always positive and they can be computed for non-square
matrices [17]. In order to determine the invertibility numerically in this work, the singular values of the observability matrix are computed. As introduced in [4], a tolerance must be implemented to determine when a value
is numerically greater than zero. The tolerance is defined
by:
T ol “ maxpsi q ˆ maxpsizepOqq ˆ eps,
(12)
where si are the singular values of the observability matrix O and eps is the machine precision or epsilon. This
tolerance is one of many ways to represent the numerical error in a problem [12]. As more measurements get
added to the observability matrix, the singular values will
change.
This work specifically looks at extending the state vector
beyond position and velocity, thus increasing the dimension of the observability matrix. In addition, measurement noise is incorporated using Cholesky decomposition and pre-whitening as in [4]. The measurement noise
covariance is decomposed as follows:
K´1 “ L LT .

(13)

where Φpt, t0 q is numerically determined from the STM
differential equation:

Multiplying Equation 4 by the transpose of the lower triangular matrix, LT , a modified measurement equation
has the form:

9 k , t0 q “ Aptk q Φptk , t0 q,
Φpt

LT yptk q “ LT Hptk q xpt0 q.

(6)

(14)

The resulting observability matrix with measurement
noise, following a similar process to Equations 9 and 10,
is given by:
O“

n
ÿ

Ggrav “

r k qT K´1 Hpt
r k q Φptk , t0 q.
Φptk , t0 qT Hpt

k“1

(15)
Next, the dynamical model used to compute the STM is
introduced.

2.2.

the accelerations due to the central body with respect to
the position components, Ggrav , is given by [8]:

The state vector in this work is extended to include object characteristics which are parameters of solar radiaA
, and
tion pressure (SRP): area-to-mass ratio (AMR), m
the material dependent reflection coefficient, C. Therefore, the dynamics used in formulation of the STM and
linearized measurement matrix must contain SRP perturbations. A simple cannonball model is used to derive the
perturbing accelerations due to SRP, given by:
A
E s
aSRP “ ´ C (AU)2
,
m
c |s|3

Next, the Jacobian of the SRP perturbing acceleration
with respect to the position components has a similar
form:
¯
A
E 1 ´
T
2
3
s
s
C (AU)2
´
|s|
I
.
3ˆ3
m
c |s|5
(20)
In this work, three different state extensions are tested:
AMR, pAMR¨C q, and AMR & C. The first case extends
the state vector by one variable, area-to-mass ratio. The
second case extends the state by one variable, the product
of AMR and C. The third case extends the state by two
variables, AMR and C, separately. The partial derivatives
for the first and second cases are given by:
BaSRP ptk q
BAMR
BaSRP ptk q
BpAMR¨C q

(16)

where C “ 14 ` 91 Cd , Cd is the diffuse coefficient, AU
is the astronomical unit, E “ 1367.0 W/m2 is the solar
constant, c “ 2.998 ˆ 108 m/s is the speed of light, and
s “ rsun ´ robj is the sun-object vector, which is the
distance from the sun to the object. The position vector
of the sun to the center of the Earth is given by rsun , and
the position vector of the object from the center of the
Earth is given by robj . Similar forms of the SRP perturbing acceleration can be found in: [8, 16]. Once methods
for extending the observability state vector have been developed, higher-fidelity SRP models can be implemented,
e.g., a flat plate model and modeling of Earth’s shadow.

µ
r ` aSRP ,
|r|3

(17)

where r is the position vector of the object and µ “
3.986 ˆ 1014 m3 /s2 is the standard gravitational parameter of Earth. Using the methods in Montenbruck [8], the
Aptk q matrix in the STM differential equation for a state
extended with AMR is given by:
fi
»
03ˆ3
I3ˆ3
03ˆ1
ffi
—
SRP ptk q fl ,
Aptk q “ –Gtot ptk q 03ˆ3 BaBxp7q
(18)
01ˆ3

01ˆ1

where Gtot ptk q “ Ggrav ` GSRP is the sum of the Jacobians of the equations of motion, when reduced to six
first order differential equations. The partial derivatives
of the extra state element beyond position and velocity,
BaSRP ptk q
e.g. AMR or C, are given by Bxp7q
. The Jacobian of

“
“

aSRP ptk q
AMR
aSRP ptk q
pAMR¨C q

(21)
(22)

Since the third state extension case adds two variables
to the state, Aptk q is now size 8 ˆ 8 rather than 7 ˆ 7,
when only one state variable was added to the position
and velocity state vector. The Aptk q for the third state
extension case is given by:
»

03ˆ3

I3ˆ3

—
Aptk q “ –Gtot ptk q 03ˆ3
02ˆ3
02ˆ3

03ˆ1
BaSRP ptk q
BAMR

02ˆ1

03ˆ1

fi

BaSRP ptk q ffi
fl ,
BC

02ˆ1
(23)

where,
BaSRP ptk q
aSRP ptk q
“
.
BC
C

The equations of motion using the simple two body problem and SRP are given by:

01ˆ3

(19)

GSRP “ ´

Dynamical Model

:r “ ´

¯
µ ´
T
2
3
r
r
´
|r|
I
.
3ˆ3
|r|5

(24)

For each state extension case, the Aptk q is used to numerically determine the STM by solving Equation 6. Next,
the linearized measurement matrix is formed.

2.3.

Measurement Model

The next component of the observability matrix is the linr k q, which is given by:
earized measurement matrix, Hpt
r k q “ Byptk q ,
Hpt
Bxptk q

(25)

where y are the measurements right ascension, α, decli9 and declination rate, δ9
nation, δ, right ascension rate, α,
at each time tk . The measurements, for a topocentric observer located with latitude, φ, and sidereal time, θ, are

given by:
α

“

δ

“

α9

“

δ9

“

arctan

´ ȳ ¯
x̄

,

¯
´
z̄
,
arctan a
x̄2 ` ȳ2
x̄ y9̄ ´ ȳ x9̄
,
x̄2 ` ȳ2
9̄ ` px̄2 ` ȳ2 qz9
´z̄px̄ x9̄ ` ȳ yq
a
,
x̄2 ` ȳ2 px̄2 ` ȳ2 ` z̄2 q

(26)
(27)

analysis with each of the extended state cases was preformed without measurement noise, with a noise ratio of
1.0, and with a noise ratio of 0.25. The noise ratio is defined by the ratio between the angle measurements and
the ratio between the angular rate measurements.
Noise ratio “

(28)

σα2
σ2
“ α29
2
σδ
σδ9

(35)

(29)

The ten orbit cases tested are given in Tables 2 and 3.
GEO 1, GEO 3, and GEO 5 in Table 2 are high-area-tomass ratio (HAMR) objects.
Table 1. Measurement Noise Cases.

where,
x̄
ȳ
z̄
x9̄

“ x ´ RC cos φ cos θ,
“ y ´ RC cos φ sin θ,
“ z ´ RC sin φ,
“ x9 ` RC θ9 cos φ sin θ,

(30)
(31)
(32)

y9̄

“ y9 ´ RC θ9 cos φ cos θ.

(34)

Ratio = 1.0

Value
σα2 “ σδ2 “ 1.0 arcsec
σα29 “ σδ29 “ 20.0 arcsec/sec

Ratio = 0.25

σα2 “ 1.0 arcsec, σδ2 “ 4.0 arcsec
σα29 “ 20.0 arcsec/sec,
σδ29 “ 80.0 arcsec/sec

(33)

RESULTS

Five low Earth orbit (LEO) objects and five geosynchronous (GEO) objects were used to determine the effect of extending the state vector in observability analysis. The observer location used in this work is the ZIMLAT telescope, Zimmerwald Observatory, Switzerland.
The latitude and longitude of the telescope are 46.8670˝
and 7.4670˝ , respectively. The epoch used in this analysis is 53159.5 MJD. The four observability analysis cases
simulated were for a non-extended state and three extended state cases. The three extended state cases are extending the state with AMR, pAMR¨C q, and AMR & Cd .
The first and second state extension cases extend the state
by one variable, and the third case extends the state by
two variables. The diffuse coefficient for all of the objects
simulated is Cd “ 0.5, leading to a C « 0.3056. Several
of the GEO objects are HAMR objects with AMR values
above the typical value for a GPS satellite 0.02 m2 /kg.
Also, measurement noise is incorporated into the analysis to see the combined impact of extending the state vector and including measurement noise. Table 1 gives the
different measurement noise cases tested. Observability

3.1.

GEO Extended State Observability

The invertibility of the observability matrix, Equation 11,
is determined at each time step tk . The matrix is invertible when the singular values are all greater than zero.
Since this is being numerically determined, a tolerance,
given by Equation 12, is implemented to account for numerical errors in the analysis. Therefore, for each of the
extended state and measurement noise observability cases
presented, the singular values of the observability matrix
are compared to the tolerance.
s1
10

Singular Values, s

RC is the radius of the Earth and θ9 is the time rate of
change of the sidereal time, which is the angular velocity of the Earth. The sidereal time is a function of the
9 y,
9 and z9
epoch and the observer longitude. The x, y, z, x,
variables are Earth centered inertial position and velocity
components. When the state is extended to include SRP
parameters, the matrix defined by Equation 25, contains
an extra column for each added state element. However,
these columns are zero for the extended state cases given
9 T,
in Section 2.2, since the measurements, y “ rα δ α9 δs
do not depend on AMR or C. The measurement noise
has been defined using the works of Sanson and Frueh
[13, 14] with specific values given in Section 3.
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Figure 1. GEO 4 baseline observability case with only
position and velocity in the state vector, where si denotes
the singular values of the observability matrix.

Table 2. GEO Test Orbits
Orbit #
a (km)
e (-)
i (deg)
Ω (deg)
ω (deg)
ν (deg)
AMR (m2 /kg)

1
42170.238
9.7343e-4
35.7448
359.3036
124.1101
0.0
5.00

2
42190.793
4.9220e-4
2.6447
295.4140
255.2388
0.0
0.02

3
42164.796
1.5716e-3
7.4310
52.7661
114.5845
0.0
1.00

4
42166.668
1.6556e-4
0.051497
123.2611
79.7058
0.0
0.02

5
42308.743
3.1852e-4
13.8121
30.9790
346.1611
0.0
20.0

4
7868.6408
2.2336e-3
74.0150
107.5861
260.0122
0.0
0.02

5
7011.9387
1.7747e-3
39.7500
28.6732
58.1497
0.0
0.02

Table 3. LEO Test Orbits
1
8124.9673
1.4686e-1
32.8687
55.8261
53.8800
0.0
0.02

2
7464.0111
1.1651e-2
28.3284
302.1046
183.3909
0.0
0.02

Figure 1 shows the results of observability analysis for
the GEO 4 object with a non-extended state vector, containing position and velocity only. This analysis is performed without measurement noise. Each of the six singular values of the observability matrix, given by the colored lines in Figure 1, correspond to the six state elements. The tolerance line, given by Equation 12, is shown
as a black dashed line. When all of the singular values
go above the tolerance line, the observability matrix is
invertible, and therefore, the system is observable. The
measurement spacing used in this case is measurements
every 40.0 seconds. Given this measurement spacing and
the initial conditions in Table 2, the position and velocity of this object become observable after approximately
4.867 hours. Since this GEO 4 orbit is close to circular
and equatorial, the z-components of position and velocity are difficult to determine from measurements. This
behavior can be seen in Figure 1, where the smallest singular value in red takes longer to cross the tolerance line
than all of the other singular values. Note that in Figure
1, the fifth and sixth singular values, given in yellow and
brown, respectively, are indistinguishable in the plot.

3
7059.5685
1.3704e-2
65.0611
18.5642
176.8673
0.0
0.02

s1
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Singular Values, s
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ν (deg)
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Figure 2. GEO 4 extended state observability with AMR,
where si denotes the singular values of the observability
matrix.

Next, the state vector is extended to include AMR. When
the AMR is incorporated into the observability analysis,
Equation 18 is used to form the STM, and the linearized
measurement matrix has an extra column of zeros. Furthermore, the tolerance changes since the dimension of
the observability matrix is now 7 ˆ 7.

addition of AMR to the state, the smallest singular value
crosses the tolerance line in approximately 4.956 hours,
with observations every 40.0 seconds. Because of the addition of AMR to the state vector, more information must
be determined from the measurements; therefore, more
measurements, and thus more time, are required for the
system to become observable.

Figure 2 shows the extended state observability analysis
results with AMR added to the state vector. Seven singular values are now compared to a tolerance line. With the

The next extended state case tested considers the quantity
pAMR¨C q together as one state element. When these two
quantities are added to the state vector as one element to-

s2

s3

s4

s5

s6

s7

tor in observability analysis, the system is not observable.
This can be seen in Figure 4, where the smallest singular value in red does not cross the tolerance line. Even
if this analysis were to be extended with more measurements and thus more time, this system would not become
observable. Since AMR and C are both constants in the
SRP perturbing acceleration, measurements of right ascension, declination, and the angular rates are not sufficient for determining changes in the orbit due to AMR
compared to changes due to C. However, if different
measurement types were added to this analysis, which
could be used to determine AMR or C, then this system
would become observable after some time.
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Figure 3. GEO 4 extended state observability with the
quantity pAMR¨C q, where si denotes the singular values
of the observability matrix.

gether, then the system does become observable, as seen
in Figure 3. The time to become observable in this case
with measurements every 40.0 seconds is approximately
4.956 hours, which is the same as the first extended state
case. In this case of considering pAMR¨C q together, the
observability analysis is determining the effect of a constant of the SRP perturbing acceleration on the time to
become observable. For this object, the first and second
extended state cases have the same time to become observable; this may not always be the case since the parameter added to extend the state is different: AMR versus pAMR¨C q, as seen in the LEO results of Section 3.2.
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Figure 4. GEO 4 extended state observability with AMR
and C, where si denotes the singular values of the observability matrix.
The final extended state case tested in this work, is the
extension by two variables, AMR and C. In this case, the
observability matrix uses a STM formed with Equation
23, which is dimension 8 ˆ 8. When two constants used
in the perturbing acceleration are added to the state vec-

Time to Become Observable [h]

s1
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GEO 3
GEO 4
GEO 5
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[r; v] Only

AMR

(AMR·C ) AMR & C

Figure 5. All five GEO objects without measurement
noise.
The times to become observable for all five of the GEO
objects without measurement noise for each of the extended state cases are given in Figure 5. The increase in
each of the times to become observable as a result of extending the state can be seen. Also, note that the extended
state case with AMR & C as separate state elements is
unobservable for each GEO object. In addition, for these
five GEO objects, the time to become observable is dependent on inclination of the orbit. A larger inclination,
as in GEO 1, results in a lower time to become observable. Conversely, a smaller inclination, as in GEO 4, results in a longer timer to become observable. The times
for each object to become observable are given in Table
4.
Next, each of the extended state observability analysis
cases for the five GEO objects are performed with measurement noise ratios given in Table 1. The observability
matrix in this analysis includes measurement noise given
by Equation 15. The times for the smallest singular value
of each noise case to cross the tolerance line are shown
in Figure 6. The times to become observable are on the
y-axis in hours, and the different extended state cases are
on the x-axis. The blue squares represent the cases without measurement noise. The red triangles and the green
circles represent the two different measurement noise ratio cases. In all of the noise cases tested, the impact of
extending the state is given by the increase in the time to
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Figure 6. GEO 4 extended state observability cases with
measurement noise.

Figure 7. All five LEO objects without measurement
noise.

become observable.

LEO objects is small relative to other perturbing forces,
the time for the extended state parameters to become observable increases. Unlike the GEO results, there is not a
clear dependence on inclination for the LEO objects. The
location of the observer becomes more significant for the
LEO objects, so dependence on inclination is not as clear.
Another interesting result for the LEO observability analysis is the decrease in the time to become observable from
the extended state case with AMR to the extended state
case with pAMR¨C q. This result is seen more clearly in
Figure 8.

3.2.

LEO Extended State Observability

Similar trends to the GEO extended state observability
results can be seen in the LEO extended state observability results. The five LEO objects simulated are given in
Table 3. The times to become observable for the LEO
objects are shorter than the times for the GEO objects because of the higher orbit energy of the LEO objects; the
states of the LEO objects change by a larger amount than
the states of the GEO objects in the same amount of time.
The extended state observability results without measurement noise for the LEO objects are summarized in Figure
7.
For each LEO object in Figure 7, the time to become observable increases when an extra state element is added to
the analysis, with changes of several orders of magnitude
for a few of the objects. The perturbing effect of SRP
on a LEO object is much smaller than on a GEO object.
Therefore, these large changes in the time to become observable are explained by how much of an effect SRP has
on the LEO objects. Since the SRP perturbation effect on

101

Time to Become Observable [s]

The changes in the times to become observable resulting from the measurement noise are explained in previous work on incorporating measurement noise into observability analysis [4]. For the GEO 4 object, which is
nearly circular and equatorial, the declination measurements are important for determining the z-components of
the state. Therefore, when the noise in the declination
measurements is four times larger than the measurement
noise in right ascension, noise ratio “ 0.25, the time to
become observable increases. In addition, the previous
results of incorporating measurement noise into observability analysis showed that when the noise ratio equals
one there is only a small change in the time to become
observable, which is also seen in Figure 6. Next, similar
results are presented for the five LEO objects.

100
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Figure 8. LEO 1 extended state observability cases with
measurement noise.
The Aptk q matrix used to define the STM at each time
step will be different for the two cases. The last column
BaSRP ptk q
of the Aptk q contains the term Bxp7q
. When xp7q
is the combined term pAMR¨C q, the three terms in the
last column of Aptk q are smaller values or more negative because C « 0.3056. These smaller values in the
Aptk q matrix result in a larger value of the smallest singular value of the observability matrix. A rigorous proof
of this behavior is yet to be determined, but this behavior

accounts for the decrease in the time to become observable when extending the state with the combined term
pAMR¨C q compared to extending the state with AMR
only. In Figure 7, it appears that only some objects exhibit this behavior of decreased time to become observable between the two extended state cases, but the times
given in Table 5 show that the times to become observable in the combined extend state case are less than the
times to become observable than the AMR only extended
state case. This behavior is not seen with the five GEO
objects tested; this could be due to the differences in the
effect of SRP on LEO and GEO objects, or it could also
be due to the large time steps used in the GEO analysis.
Figure 8 also depicts the impact of measurement noise on
the time to become observable. Similar to the findings
of previous work on measurement noise in observability
analysis, for the LEO 1 object, greater measurement noise
on either of the measurements than the other will increase
the time to become observable [4]. Furthermore, even the
noise case where the noise ratio is one is not necessarily
the shortest time to become observable. In addition, the
analysis performed in previous work on this topic looked
at angles-only measurements, so these results are not exactly comparable, but some similar trends are apparent.

3.3.

Tables 4 and 5 summarize the times to become observable
for each of the extended state cases without measurement
noise. The GEO times are given in hours and the LEO
times are given in seconds. In Section 3.2 and specifically, Figure 7, an interesting behavior was seen with
several of the times to become observable being lower for
the combined pAMR¨C q extended state case compared to
the AMR extended state case. Even though the behavior
is not apparent for all of the LEO objects, Table 5 shows
that the times to become observable for the pAMR¨C q
case are less than the AMR case. This trend is due to the
BaSRP ptk q
size of the Bxp7q
terms in the formulation of the STM.
A similar behavior is suspected for the GEO objects, but
the larger time steps may be obscuring the differences in
the times to become observable between the two extended
state cases.
Table 4. Times to become observable for the GEO objects
with extended states and without measurement noise,
times given in hours.
rr; vs
0.467
4.2
2.967
4.867
1.389

AMR
0.511
4.289
3.078
4.956
1.478

pAMR¨C q
0.511
4.289
3.078
4.956
1.478

Orbit #
1
2
3
4
5

rr; vs
0.04
1.552
0.536
0.40
0.02

AMR
0.824
6.08
0.808
904.0
1.60

pAMR¨C q
0.536
5.92
0.768
864.0
0.80

AMR & C
–
–
–
–
–

as Table 4, but with the time the seventh singular value
of the AMR & C extended state case crosses the tolerance line. For all of the GEO objects, the time for this
seventh singular value of the AMR & C extended state
case to cross the tolerance line is greater than the times
to become observable for the AMR and pAMR¨C q cases.
Therefore, this indicates that the times to become observable for seven of the state parameters increases when an
eighth parameter of the state is unobservable.

Table 6. Seventh singular values of the AMR & C extended state case for the GEO objects.

Times To Become Observable

Orbit #
1
2
3
4
5

Table 5. Times to become observable for the LEO objects
with extended states and without measurement noise,
times given in seconds.

AMR & C
–
–
–
–
–

Next, Table 6 gives the same times to become observable

Orbit #
1
2
3
4
5

rr; vs
0.467
4.2
2.967
4.867
1.389

AMR
0.511
4.289
3.078
4.956
1.478

pAMR¨C q
0.511
4.289
3.078
4.956
1.478

AMR & C
(7th s)
0.544
4.367
3.178
5.044
1.567

All of the LEO objects for the AMR & C extended state,
given in Table 7, exhibit the same trend as found in Table
6, where the time for the second smallest singular value
of the AMR & C extended state case to go above the tolerance line is greater than the times for the other extended
state cases to become observable.

Table 7. Seventh singular values of the AMR & C extended state case for the LEO objects.
Orbit #
1
2
3
4
5

rr; vs
0.04
1.552
0.536
0.40
0.02

AMR
0.824
6.08
0.808
904.0
1.60

pAMR¨C q
0.536
5.92
0.768
864.0
0.80

AMR & C
(7th s)
0.856
8.56
0.832
1052.0
1.672

Observations Spacing for Sensor Tasking

Next, more realistic observation spacing is implemented
in the discrete-time observability analysis. In addition,
propagation time is extended to determine whether there
is a point at which the singular values are at a maximum
over an orbit.
The following results are for discrete-time observability
analyses, where observations are taken in three batches,
with five observations per batch and 100 seconds between
each observation. The time between the observations
batches is varied to determine if there is a point where
the information from the observations is maximized. Intuitively, and from initial orbit determination methods,
spreading observations farther apart should provide more
information about an orbit. However, the geometry of the
orbit and observer complicates how observations should
be spaced to maximize observability.
s1

s2

s3

s4

s5

s6

matrix, the singular value curve given in red may change
slightly; therefore, the best time to observe this object to
ensure observability of the state elements is to space the
observation batches so the singular values will be furthest
from the tolerance line. For Figure 9, this point occurs
when observations batches are spread by approximately
8.49 hours.
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Figure 10. Smallest singular values of the different GEO
4 observability cases with three batches of observations.
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Figure 9. GEO 4 rr; vs observability with three batches
of observations, where si denotes the singular values of
the observability matrix.
Figure 9 shows the singular values of the observability
matrix for the GEO 4 object with only r and v in the
state vector. The y-axis contains the six singular values
of the observability matrix corresponding to the six state
elements, and the x-axis is the spacing between observation batches. For example, at the eight hour spacing mark,
batches of observations would be taken at t “ 0.0 h, t “
8.0 h p0.334 periodq, and t “ 16.0 h p0.668 periodq. Note
that the system becomes observable when three batches
of observations are spread by approximately 3.24 hours.
Changing the number of observation batches and the
number of observations per batch will change the spacing between batches required for the system to become
observable. In addition to the point where this system becomes observable, another point of interest is where the
smallest singular value, given in red in Figure 9, is at a
maximum. When this point is at a maximum, given it
is above the tolerance line, this point could be considered as the best time to observe the object. In the presence of measurement noise and uncertainty in the state
used to calculate the STM and linearized measurement

Next, the same simulations were performed for two of
the extended state cases: AMR and pAMR¨C q. Figure
10 shows the smallest singular value of each observability run against the spacing between observation batches.
Note there are two tolerance lines because the extended
state analysis has an observability matrix of dimension
seven rather than dimension six of the observability matrix for the analysis with position and velocity only. On
the scales given, the points where these curves cross the
tolerance lines appears to be the same, but upon closer
inspection the crossing points are slightly different.
The addition of the SRP parameters in the state was
expected to change the best time to observe an object,
similar to how the time to become observable, in Table 4, changed with addition of the extra state parameter. However, the point of maximum observability did
not change for the GEO 4 object; the maximum point of
each observability run in Figure 10 is the same, approximately 8.49 hours. Differences in the maximum point
could be obscured by the time step used in this analysis,
40.0 seconds. However, the reason for performing this
analysis of finding the maximum point is to determine
whether or not extending the state will drastically change
this maximum point; therefore, changes smaller than the
time step of 40.0 seconds would not be significant.
This analysis is repeated for the GEO 1 object which
has a larger AMR “ 5.0 m2 /kg. Figure 11 shows the
observability analysis results for the GEO 1 object with
changing the spacing between observation batches. The
smallest singular value curve, given in red, has a different
shape than the corresponding GEO 4 curve.
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Figure 11. GEO 1 rr; vs observability with three batches
of observations, where si denotes the singular values of
the observability matrix.
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Figure 13. Smallest singular values of the different GEO
1 observability cases with three batches of observations.
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Figure 12. GEO 1 AMR extended state observability with
three batches of observations, where si denotes the singular values of the observability matrix.

Figure 12 shows the observability analysis results for the
GEO 1 object with a state extended by AMR. The smallest singular value curve appears to be bounded by the second smallest singular value. The red curve never actually
is the same as the blue curve in Figure 12, but it does
change the shape of the red curve when compared to the
results for only position and velocity in the state. The
smallest singular value curves for the different extended
state cases are compared in Figure 13.
In Figure 13, the smallest singular value curves match except for the region where observation batches are spaced
between approximately 9.5 and 12.0 hours. However, the
value of the maximum for the blue and green curves is
close to the value of the red curve at the same observation spacing. Therefore, the differences in the singular
value curves will not affect the maximum observability
point significantly.

This work focused on the implementation and effects
of extending the state vector in observability analysis.
Discrete-time observability methods use an observability
matrix formed with the state transition matrix (STM) and
the linearized measurement matrix. This analysis was extended beyond the position and velocity state by including parameters of solar radiation pressure (SRP): area-tomass ratio (AMR) and the material dependent reflection
coefficient, C. In order to incorporate these parameters
in the observability analysis, the SRP perturbing acceleration is included with the two body dynamics. Therefore,
the Jacobian of the SRP acceleration with respect to the
state is used in the formulation of the STM differential
equation. Also, when SRP parameters are added to the
extended state, extra columns are added to the linearized
measurement matrix.
Discrete time-varying observability analysis was performed for ten objects, five low Earth orbit (LEO) objects and five geosynchronous (GEO) objects. Each of
the ten objects were simulated for four different cases:
position and velocity only and three extended state cases.
The three extended state cases were AMR, pAMR¨C q,
and AMR & C, where C “ 41 ` 19 Cd . Furthermore, measurement noise is added to the observability analysis to
see the combined effect of extending the state and measurement noise.
The system is considered observable when the smallest
singular value of the observability matrix is greater than
a tolerance line defined by the largest singular values, size
of the observability matrix, and the machine epsilon. The
effects of extending the state vector in the observability
analysis can be seen in the times to become observable.
The times to become observable increased when solar radiation pressure parameters were added to the position
and velocity state. Furthermore, one of the extended state
cases, where AMR & C are considered as separate pa-

rameters, does not become observable for the angle and
angular rate measurements used in this analysis. If different measurement types were to be added, the effect
of AMR could be differentiated from the effect of C,
thus making this case observable after some time. Even
though this extended state case did not become observable in this analysis, the times for the second smallest
singular value to become greater than the tolerance increased. Therefore, extending the state beyond what can
become observable is detrimental to the other observable
values in the system.
If specific object characteristics are desired, similar analyses to the methods implemented in this work could
be implemented to determine what object characteristics
are observable with specific measurement types and over
specific time periods. If an object characteristic is included in the analysis and the characteristic is not observable, the rest of the system could be impacted as seen by
the time to become observable in this work.
In addition, more realistic observation spacing was implemented, and the observability results looking at the
time to become observable were extended to determine
when the smallest singular value of the observability matrix was is maximized. This maximum point of the smallest singular value could be considered as the observation
time where the system is most observable.
Future work on extended state observability will focus
on including different measurement types to resolve the
AMR and C SRP parameters. Furthermore, work on the
observation spacing will focus on determining the different trends seen in the GEO objects and why the differences in the extended state cases are occurring. In addition, realistic constraints will be placed on the times to
observe an object and the measurement noise will be defined for specific sensor systems.
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